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: i'OPEDIA OF THE REFORMED FAITH ,el- ^ iWA K. HcU^. (Ala.: ^

South Korea ,
with a generously estimated six and a half

« «iion Presbyterians, is one of the five most Presbyterian and

Md countries in the world, outranked in Presbyterian

l.
rtion (15.5%) of its population of 42 million only by

erland (40%), Scotland (38.5%), Holland (30%) and Hungary

191 . in sheer numbers of Presbyterians, however, by some counts

t i f> well now rank first, ahead of the United States, Indonesia

mi Jouth Africa.

^ Korean Presbyterianism is very young, tracing back only

v / 4. Its pioneer was a layman, So (Suh) Sang-Yoon, who was

;
i by Scottish missionaries in Manchuria and returned with

portions to form a Christian group in his home village

M before the first resident Protestant foreign missionary, Dr.

'vac Allen, MD, also a Presbyterian layman, landed in September

The next year the first Presbyterian clergyman arrived,

G. Underwood, along with the first Methodist missionaries.

-u< i public preaching of Christianity was forbidden, Allen's

Meal ikill won him permission to open a hospital in 1885, the

at J'tlly permitted Christian institution in Korea. The next

I i * wood performed the first baptism of a Protestant on

i, and in 1887 organized the first Presbyterian church,

a 1390b were years of expansion. Samuel A. Moffett opened

r\ .nterior, outside the treaty ports, to residential

nary presence, and by 1894/95 the first

'Zbbl



significant explosions of church growth were noted ("the fire in

the northwest"). Emphasis was on evangelism, but education was not

neglected ("Plant a school with every church"). Presbyterian unity

was considered a necessity. In 1893 the separate Presbyterian

missions then at work (USA North and South, Australian and, later,

Canadian) formed a Presbyterian Council to override their imported

differences and work for the formation of one Presbyterian Church

of Korea. They agreed on a strategy of Korean self-support, self-

government and self-propagation, built on Bible study classes for

all church members (the Nevius Method). In 1907 the first Korean

presbytery was organized. It declared itself independent of

foreign ecclesiastical connection and sent out its first Korean

missionary. In 1912 the first General Assembly was formed, and sent

its first missionaries to China.

The years of Japanese occupation (1905-1945) were difficult

but the Great Korean Revival (1907-08) produced an inner Christian

strength that survived persecution and produced the greatest Korean

Christian leader of the period, Sun-Ju Kiel, the first ordained and

installed Presbyterian minister. He was not only the outstanding

preacher of the revival but also became one of Korea's foremost

spokesman for national freedom in the 1919 Independence Movement.

By 1934 when Presbyterians celebrated fifty years of mission

in Korea, there were a total of 153,000 Presbyterians (communicants

103,00, baptized infants 24,000, catechumens 26,000) in a total
A

population of 20 million. That is a percentage of less than 1%,

but it was equal to the Catholic percentage, and about five times

as large as the Korean Methodist Church.



I 9* t half a century later (1990), the Reformed faith still

Seal, i tes , but after the tragedy of the division of the country in

294 . Into a communist north and a democratic south, it is almost

:lusively limited to the south. Before 1945 about two-thirds of

'croa's Protestants (mostly Presbyterian) were in the north. Now

orth Korea is one of the most publicly non-Christian countries on

earth. Only very recently has the communist government ended its

remitting persecution and provided two small churches in the

*pital , one Protestant, the other Catholic. Some estimate there

•re also about 500 house churches surviving, with perhaps a total

of 10,000 Christians.

In South Korea membership figures are probably exaggerated,

t the 6 1/2 million Presbyterians are about three times as large

the Roman Catholic church, about six times as large as

fe^hodists and Pentecostals , and nine times larger than Korean

ngelical Holiness, and Baptists. But Protestantism has become

gically divided, and Presbyterianism most of all.

This is a very recent phenomenon, dating back only to the

' jrem War in the 1950s, There are now at least 45 different

P; ei byterian denomination. Two are very large with over a million
A

a half members each: the Presbyterian Church of Korea (T'ong-

•*5 which is ecumenical, and the Presbyterian Church of Korea

long) which withdrew from the World Council of Churches in

-Vo others report about half a million members each: the

r ive Hap-dong Presbyterian, and the Reformed Presbyterian,

-ndamentalist and neither belong to the WCC. Two more

ecumenical Presbyterian Church of the Republic of



t
tl

c
I

ta 00,000), and the strongly Calvinistic Koryu Presbyterian

(175,000) which is not in the WCC. The rest are smaller

8 ntcr groups. The larger ones have restored some sense of

g peration through a Presbyterian Council of leaders which meets

1 r regularly.

All however, are growing at a rate which continues to

w Like most third-world churches their theology is

neervative. Their spirit is an independent-minded

, sectionalism. The influence of Presbyterian schools and

4 ersities is pervasive not only in the church but also in Korean

i ty is a whole. And commensurate with membership growth is the

(X r:\ii ion of Korean Presbyterian missionaries around the world from

M r-
j to Brazil and from Africa to Los Angeles. How the parallel

^ th of Korean economic affluence will affect all this remains

eerbe ’seen.

— Samuel Hugh Moffett
150 Leabrook Lane
Princeton, NJ 08540
June 14, 1990





The Way of Discipleship
E. R. Rein 1927

There is a dark Gethsemane
Where I must kneel

.

There is a prayer that I must pray
Until I feel

That self has been denied and God has won

,

When I can tzvly say within my heart
Thy will , not mine f be done.

There is a hill of Calvary
Where I must go.

There is a cross that I must bear
Until I know

That self is crucified and Christ is mine.
When from the darksome tonite
I rise again

To live the life divine.

There is a resurrection life
Which I must share;

It is a life of faith and love
That makes me care

Enough to say, in joy and loving trust;
It is not what I wish or will to do -

It is God's will; I must.

Then in my life I'm sure to find
A freedom true

A fellowship with Christ, my Lord,
In all I do.

For tho' the cross will bring me pain,
I know it's the only way that I

The crown of life can gain.
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Bangkok
19 May 1992

Dear family,

It's been too long since I addressed something to all of you,
though I do feel up-dated by phone calls and a nice visit with
Dad, Mom and Charlie recently.

The four of us had a few days in Bangkok for Charlie to begin
unwinding from his trip, then a weekend at my favorite seaside
hotel several hours south in Hua Hin. The highlight was an
extremely competitive game of lawn croquet, intermittently
interrupted by a baby elephant, in which Dad's true colors were
shown when, rather than taking an easy shot to win, he came all
the way back to Charlie and me to knock our balls out of the
playing field into a maze of pool chairs. There wasn't a lot of
sympathy the next morning when his back was so sore he couldn't
get out of bed.

Aside from a short trip to Sarawak, East Malaysia, life had been
fairly quiet here since my travel to the U.S. in January. Then
yesterday came bad news, good news and a new experience:

I was very concerned to hear of Uncle Sam's heart problem, though
after talking to you we are all relieved that it seems to better.
I think today you are both in Philadelphia seeing a specialist.
I'm glad you've slowed down your schedules to take some time and
rest, and we all hope for better news soon.

Marilyn called to say that she had been accepted into the
graduate program she had applied for, but which had been so
selective she didn't think her chances were very good. None of
us are as surprised as you sis, and I hope you are properly
relishing both the acceptance and the anticipations! I'm very
happy for you.

I jumped out of an airplane for the first time yesterday. This
came after several weekends of instruction by an ex-lOlst
Airborne colonel who was able to arrange for a friend and me to
join a group of Thai para-military trainees.

There were a number of misconceptions which made for a very long,
hot, stressful, but in retrospect comical day.

We had not spent much time practicing landings, which led me to
believe it would be the least of worries. Little mention had
been made of wind velocity on exiting the aircraft. We had
practiced how to go through electrical wires, tree branches and
into ditches only because I understood they were in the manual.
The drop zone of our first jump would certainly be clear and soft
sand. Our instructor would stay with us, and the other trainees
would be calm and cool after several weeks of para-military



training.

This was not to be, as it became clear soon after arriving at
Utapao air base at 6:30 am, 3 hours drive into Nakorn-nowhere.
Not only was the military on full alert as the first few reports
of bloody demonstrations and street-fighting in Bangkok reached
us, but a combined U.S.-Thai excersize called Cobra Gold was in
full pitch as we sat on the tarmac.

The three of us Americans were then seperated into different
groups to listen to jump instructions in Thai. My Thai is good
enough to pick up only what I didn't want to hear: that of the
123 of us, I would be in the door position of the first group!

We sat in full gear under 100 degree plus sun until the confusion
of the alert and Cobra Gold abated around 10:00 am, then marched
to a waiting and unairconditioned F-27. By this time the 400mg
Brufen I had brought for my sore throat was a growing pink spot
in my top pocket, my feet were swishing sweat in my boots, and
I was beginning to understand that, unless I wanted to be the
only one of 123 people to question what was going on, I was not
to be reunited with my instructor and would be shoved out the
door of that airplane far less ceremoniously than we were
marching into it. .

.

It was unbelievably hot in the plane, and everyone was
increasingly quiet and serious. While we waited to take off, I
asked the guy next to me how he was. As he struggled with his
adams apple, he expained he was scared because, like most of the
others, he was from the northeast and had never even been in a
plane before!

!

By the time they opened the door over the drop zone, I was glad
to have some air but beginning to think I wasn't ready for this.
They quickly had me in the door and waiting for the slap on my
butt that means go.

Instructed not to look down, I looked down. Just as the enormity
of it all hit me, I felt the slap and jumped.

I had further been instructed to jump up and out, and among other
things, to count to 4000 before looking up to make sure my chute
was open.

I jumped up and out, but had not even started to form the word
1000 before a tremendous blast knocked my head sideways, turning
me upside down and my helmet almost over my eyes. It felt like
a truck had hit me. I wasn't at all prepared for that, or the
snap of my body back to an upright position when the static line
pulled my chute out. Sure something was seriously wrong, I

thought it was all over.

Just as suddenly though, everything was dead quiet, and I was
gently floating down. I lifted the helmet off my eyes to see a
gorgeous view of the coast a mile away.



I thought briefly, and for the first time in several hours, that
this was worth it. It was beautiful. I looked down to see which
way the wind was blowing the smoke screen on the drop zone, so
I could then turn to land into it.

What I saw from higher up were trees, all over the place, and as
I got lower ditches, then a wire line. The relief I had felt
vanished as the wind blew me uncontrollably across this
landscape, and I wishfully made plans for where I would land.

The nice spot I had picked passed under me well before I crashed,
my feet hitting a bush only a milisecond before my head smashed
into the hard ground. As I lay there in shock, I was dragged
across the field by the wind in my chute until it hit other
bushes and collapsed.

Slowly getting up, I was still trying to get my bearings when I

saw my friend float by and into a roadside tree. I was obviously
no help, and he hung there until our instructor made it over and
talked him into releasing two clips which allowed him to fall the
remainder of the way into a ditch.

Among all the other indignities, his false eye had been blown out
by the impact of the exit from the plane, so it was some time
before we got to lying about how well we thought we had done.

The second jump, made after a long and reflective lunch, was more
difficult because we knew what to expect. I had my helmet
strapped on so tight I couldn't talk.

I had further figured that the smart thing to do was wait until
the last second, and as soon as my toes hit the ground try to
absorb the landing in my legs.

There wasn't any wind by then, and I was able to head for an open
spot in the field as far as possible from my driver who I knew
was waiting to capture this on film. There was no enjoyment of
the view this time as I concentrated on my landing strategy.

I was falling straight down, much faster than I had remembered.
Carefully waiting for my toes to touch, the only thing I felt
were my knees in my chin and the direct impact of my right
rearend into the ground so hard that my helmet came off and I

thought I had broken my butt. I lay there wincing, only to look
up at 5 or 6 little village kids smiling down at me.

After a minute or two, one of them mustered the courage to say
"Mai di", or "not good". Or in this case "not very graceful."

I took what was left of my brufen without water and am still
taking them 3 days later.

Sky-diving, which was next on our agenda, will wait awhile.
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°w Planning to take the month of August in the U.S., andlook forward to seeing all of you. Tentative schedule is to bein Carpinteria for the Brown family reunion the first week, takea week with Charlie/Joanna/Mac/Vonla and some golf lessons inChicago make sure Uncle Sam isn't putting too much of theyardwork on Aunt Eileen, join Howie and Marilyn if they get toSquam Lake again, a week at Lost Valley Ranch in Colorado andhopefully some hunting/fishing in Alaska with old grad schooltnends.

Still no special lady in my life,
there just may not be enough time.

but with schedules like that

Lots of love,



Sunday p.m. June 14, 1992

ear Aunt Eileen and Uncle Sam,

I'm at work on a hot, sticky, quiet Sunday evening. The

residents don’t need my attention right at the moment so I’ll

try to get in a few words to you. I’ve heard we’re all going

to be at Squam together in August .. hoo ray ! That’s just what

Ian and Annabel said too. And then Ian said, ” I
’ 1 1 go fishing

with Aunt Eileen!” And Annabel said, ”1 will too, won’t I,

Mom?” They have been very impressed that you write letters to

them, and Ian took the coins from Germany to school. Annabel,

used two of the beautiful black silhouette stickers, and now is

’’saving” the others. They are fine. I’m taking Annabel to a

local amusement park tomorrow with some other moms and former

nursery school classmates. She can’t wait to go to k indergarten

.

The other day Ian was supposed to write a poem for school and he

was sitting at the kitchen table turning himself inside out in

frustration at what seemed like an impossible assignment. Annabel

began dancing around the room spouting off nonsense rhymes from

the top of her head, delighted that here was something she could

do that Ian seemed to feel was terribly difficult. She ended

with ’’Poem, poem, come to me. Come to my mind magically!”
Ian got motivated and wrote, ”1 can play cards on the ground. I

can play cards all around.” (Both of them feel quite strongly

that poems must rhyme. ] The basketballs you gave them for

Christmas get used about one hour every day. We have moved our

little hoop to the driveway and Ian and a friend from down the

street play all the time. We bought two posters for their bed-

room (this typewriter is no longer automatically returning when

I punch return, and I’ve no idea why]... Annie picked ’’The Little

Mermaid”, and Ian picked ’’Michael Jackson Soaring”. Very typical

for both of them.

I made it into the Master’s of Social Work program at the

State University at Albany. I was fortunate, because an unusually

large number of applicants tried to get in this year. A friend

has already given me the name of another Christian woman who is

going to be in the same program, the wife of a pastor, so I’m

looking forward to meeting her too. I made a lot of nice friends

through Bible Study Fellowship, and would like to continue it next

year. I have to decide whether or not to take three courses, or

begin with two, and continue in BSF . We continue at First Pres.

,

and Jim Stewart’s Sunday School class is drawing to a close. It

has been interesting for me. Ian and Annie will go to Vacation

Bible School, and I may volunteer to help out with it. We are

beginning to forget Syracuse and feel that Albany is sort of home.

Jeremy adjusted before the rest of us, probably because he has

his work which keeps him busy, t+re the lawn to grow which is also

keeping him busy these days!



We sure are glad that you are Feeling better Uncle Sam. We
don’t want you to be sick, even a little bit sick, so I hope
you are obeying all the doctor’s orders. I suppose I am
assuming that the doctor has told you to slow down your hectic
lifestyle a little? Maybe not, but do be careful. It will b e
so nice to see you in New Hampshire. We debated coming down to
see you in New Jersey for an overnight this summer, but with
Uncle Sam recovering, maybe it seems best to count on being
together at Squam . And Jeremy is hoping I get some curtains
made for the living room and dining room before I start
school. All of a sudden I have deadlines to meet!

There is a little three year old boy here with his Hispanic
mother, two year old and one year old sisters, who is the most
naughtily impulsive boy I have ever met. He is desperate for
attention, and can only get it by doing naughty things. He
turned the gas stove on when no one was looking, drank water
from the toilet, stole someone’s glasses and threw them on the
floor

,
grabbed my glasses off my face and threw them on the

floor, sprayed aerosol disinfectant all around the office, stole
keys, lighted a cigarette lighter and used it to light a cigarette
and proceeded to smoke, threw toys into other people’s food,
and calls them awful names. It is so sad to see, because in my
opinion he has decided that this is the only way he can get his
mother to notice him, and she is so burned out she really seems
to hardly be aware of the children, almost as if she is looking
after them in a daze. She doesn’t even intervene when Jesus
(that’s his name) is naughty. . .the other residents do. It is
very sad. She doesn’t speak English very well, and came here
from the battered women’s shelter. They wouldn’t keep her be-
cause of some dealings she apparently had with drug dealers while
she was there. It is very sad. There are lots of sad stories
here.

Well, I had better close. I love you both, and am so glad
you are both well! I’ve been meaning to write for ages, but
once the children are in bed and the chores done, it is tempting
to just sit and stare at the wall! By the way, I forgot some
news.. Ian wears glasses now, and Aunt Melly was hospitalized in
incredible pain. It was two weeks before they traced it to a
strep infection in her spine. . .it was a very se r i ous , se ve r

e

illness. Once they found the culprit, they could give her med-
ication, which she continued on for six weeks through an IV at
home. It was a severe illness, and they she is fortunate to
have recovered as well as she has. Some people don’t. She is
wearing a back brace and must go for physical therapy. However
she is well enough 1

- that Uncle John has just left for a Russian
language course in Vermont that lasts about six weeks. He’ll be
back on the weekends .

This letter comes with all our love.
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Abba Paulos

PATRIARCH OF ETHIOPIA

and Echegue of the see of St. Teklehaimanot

Messers Samuel and Eileen Mofett

150 Leabrook Lane

Princeton, N.J.08540

U.S.A.

*> m&zilr

Date 19

It IS with a sense of great joy that I send you my greetings in the
name of the risen Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

As we celebrate Holy Easter, we feel with a sense of humility that

Christ died for our sins. We realize that by giving up His precious

life on the cross, He manifested His eternal love for us. And
through His Ressurection He triumphed over death, destroyed the
power of evil and bestowed His infinite grace upon us.

As we observe Holy Easter against the backdrop of the grim

realities of the world in which conflict, poverty and disease are
rampant, we feel the great need for cultivating the culture of love,

tolerance and charity among humankind.

May the light that radiated from the Lord in His

joy, hope and peace to you.

ofEhiopia

°f St. TekJe Haiiaunanoi

t^rc fifcgjfift

P. O. Itei 1283

TEL. 11 19 89, 55 18 22

Addis Ababa

FAX. 55 22 II
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JEANNE ELDERS DEWAARD

Publicity Manager

August 27, 1992

Dr. Samuel Moffett
150 Leabrook Lane
Princeton, NJ 08540

Dear Dr. Moffett:

Enclosed are uncorrected page proofs of a forthcoming Eerdmans title that

I hope you will find of interest: Toward Century 21 in Christian Mission
,

edited by James M. Phillips and Robert T. Coote.

This book offers a unique, one-volume survey of the prospects and critical

issues for the Christian world mission. If you have the time to examine

the proofs and are willing to provide us with a brief statement for promo-

tional use, we would be most grateful.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely yours,

WM. B. EERDMANS PUBLISHING COMPANY

Jeanne Elders DeWaard

enclosure

_£>

-a
WM. B. EERDMANS PUBLISHING CO.

255 JEFFERSON AVE. S.E. / GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN 49503 / PHONE (616) 459-4591

WATS NUMBER: 800-253-7521 / FAX NUMBER: 616-459-6540 J



J
This timely book brings together some of today's best minds

on the state of the most powerful, most widespread religious

institution the world has ever known, the Christian Church, and

asks them from their own fields of expertise, to assess its

present situation in world Christian mission and peer into its

future.

church is dead in its tracks, and easy optimists who have

survey of the major elements in the church spectrum from Roman

Catholic to Orthodox, and three groupings of Protestants

—

ecumenical conciliar (mainline), fast growing evangelical, and

pentecostal/charismatic. Another series looks at the world

region by region. Further essays discuss critical foundational

disciplines of Christian mission including biblical models,

theologies, mission strategies, spiritual formation for mission,

and Christian attitudes toward both popular folk religions and

the more organized major world religions. A concluding section

addresses special challenges facing the world mission, such as

women in mission, urban mission, mission to the poor, and

church-state relations.

given us a gold mine of up-to-date information on the church at

work around the world. The list of suggested readings added to
X'j,

each of the essays is the best concise bibliography of

current viewpoints in Christian missions that I have seen, and

would be enough by itself to recommend the book to teachers,

students, and anyone else who wants to know how Christians act

and think about their global role in today's world.

The result will jolt both pessimists who think the

The first series of essays is a hiighly knowledgeable

The contributors are first class, and the editors have

— Samuel Hugh Moffett

y^bbl
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This timely book brings together some of today's best minds
on the state of the most powerful, most widespread religious
institution the world has ever known, the Christian Church, and
asks them from their own fields of expertise, to assess its
present situation in world Christian mission and peer into its
future.

The result will jolt both pessimists who think the
church is dead in its tracks, and easy optimists who have
stopped thinking (expect effortless progress)

The first series of essays is a highly knowledgeable
survey of the major elements in the church spectrum from Roman
Catholic to Orthodox, and three groupings of Protestants

—

ecumenical conciliar (mainline), fast growing evangelical, and
pentecostal/charismatic. Another series looks at the world
region by region. Further essays discuss critical foundational
disciplines of Christian mission including biblical models,
theologies, mission strategies, spiritual formation for mission,
and Christian attitudes toward both popular folk religions and
the more organized major world religions. A concluding section
addresses special challenges facing the world mission, such as
women in mission, urban mission, mission to the poor, and
church-state relations.

The contributors are first class, and the editors have
given us a gold mine of up-to-date information on the church at
work around the world. The list of suggested readings added to
each of the 20 essays is the best concise bibliography of
current viewpoints in Christian missions that I have seen, and
would be enough by itself to recommend the book to teachers,
students, and anyone else who wants to know how Christians act

think about their global role in today's world.

— Samuel Hugh Moffett
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The Catholic Church in Modem
Lnina: Perspectives.

Edited by Edmond Tangand Jean-Paul Wiest
Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books, 1993. Pp xvii
260. Paperback $19.95.

i?
1976'C

,

h
i
na ' argues Jonathan Spence in

The Search for Modern China (1990), was
“reopening the doors" and "redefining
revolution." Simultaneously, a new gen-
eration of Catholic religious leaders and
scholars commenced dialogue worldwide
with Chinese Catholics. In The Catholic
Church in Modem China: Perspectives, edi-
tors Edmond Tang of the Council of
Churches for Britain and England and
Jean-Paul Wiest from Maryknoll have al-
lowed the participants in this dialogue to
speak out.

6

In *he
,

first secti°n, 'The Catholic
Church Today," John Tong opens with an
excellent political, religious, and histori-
cal overview ofChinese Catholicism from
1949 to 1990. It gives the depth needed to
appreratecontrihutions byEdmond Tang
on Chinese Catholicism in the 1990s, Julia
Ching on religious freedom, and Jean
Charbonmer on the "underground"
church. Also, Maria Goretti Lau examines
formation and church leadership, and
Geoffrey King provides a canonical-dip-
lomatic perspective.

The second section, 'Tower of Babel
orNew Pentecost?" suggests thata suffer-
ing faith may link Chinese Catholics with
the rest of the world. Through study and
travel in China, Thomas Gahan, Edward
Malatesta, and Hans Waldenfels have
heard the voices of faith, represented here
by contributions from Chinese Catholic/
Bishop Aloysius Jin Luxian, FatherJoseph/
Yao Tianmin, and others. This is a most
important contribution; rarely have these \Chinese voices been heard in such a pub-
uc forum. r

In section 3, "Looking Towards the
Future, Jean-Paul Wiest reexamines mis-
sion history, arguing that the institutional
church must respect the local church and
that divisions among missionaries must
ffase. Lastly, articles by Jeroom
Heyndnckx Aloysius B. Chang, Luke
Tsui and Edmond Tang state that thewindows of dialogue must remain open
for the voices ofChinese Catholicism to be
strong.

This book would be an excellent col-
lege or graduate text for mission history
or for contemporary Chinese social his-
tory or political science.

Robert E. Carbonneau, C.P.

Robert E. Carbonneau, Historian of the Passionist
Congregation, is Campus Minister and Adjunct
Professor of History at Iona College, New Rochelle

Hearts on Fire: The Story of the
Maryknoll Sisters.

?
ith Arthur J°nes and

ioo7 n
Sberg 'Maryknoll> N- Y.: Orbis Books,

1993. Pp. xxxttt, 294. $19.95.

When the acclaimed journalist Penny^H?0^d
,

led °f cancer m October 1989,
she left behind a preliminary draft of the

ih^M
Ve C

L

haf
iI

e
^
S °f thiS movin8 story of

the MaryknoU Sisters. Through the con-
certed efforts of National Catholic Reporter

J°nes ' °rbis Books Editor-
m-Chief Robert Ellsberg, and a number of
Maryknoll Sisters, herdream of telling the

story of these idealistic American
lie women has been realized.

And what a story it is! For t

viewer, long a student of mission h
it is a thoughtful, humorous, and,
all, inspiring tale of growth, conv
transition, and challenge. We
through narrative and personal st<
and within the Asian, Latin Am

. - £-- - of up-to-date
information on the church at
Work around the world.

nsr
ThiS^ m̂ust™eas the number one

-.choice for Christian world mission r<

: ^"he chapters are written by an
cast of mission leaders representidf l

**"8® Qne^shouldn

ingfl

l-starf

Mr-

Rgthis book.” —eugene^meide

"The list of suggested readings added;?ae«vM

i u u?
6 twe

L
nt>'-eight essays is the best concise

-.bibliography of current viewpoints in Christian
missions that I have seen, and &ould be
enough to recommend the book to teachers,^ anyone else who wants to know

' Chrts.tians regard their global role in

—SAMUEL HUGH MOFFET^

a

Ian Mission

ire

Jllvc

ES M. PHILLIPS ROBERT T.C00TE

ISBN 0-8028-0638-4

Paper, $24.99

At your bookworm or «|*00-2S3-7$2
1 FAX AI4-4S9-4S44

Eerdmans publishing Co^ 2*. JEFFERSON AVB.^ / GRAND RAPJDS. MICHIGAN

July 1994
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150 Leabrook Lane
Princeton, NJ 08540
Sept. 21, 1992

Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company
355 Jefferson Ave., S.E.
Grand Rapids, MI 49503

Dear Ms. DeWaard

I am happy to send you the enclosed suggestion for a
cover recommendation for Phillips and Coote ' s splendid collection
of essays honoring Jerry Anderson. It will be a most useful book
and it is easy to recommend highly.

What I have written is l'ong enough, I hope, to enable you
to pick out sentences or paragraphs you may want to use, and throw
away the rest. Please feel free to edit to suit your own taste
and requirements without checking back with me.

Thank you for publishing the book, and for letting me
express my appreciation of it. Jerry Anderson will, I know, be
proud to be so honored.

Sincerely yours,

Samuel Hugh Moffett



150 Leabrook Lane
Princeton NJ 08540
September 22, 1992

The Rev. Sandford D. Hull
The Brookdale Church
31st and Edmond Streets
St. Joseph, Missouri 64501

Dear Sandy:

I haven't forgotten your kind invitation to be a member
of the Board of Reference of AHEAD (AGENCY FOR HOLISTIC EVANGELISM
AND DEVELOPMENT)

.

I am still open minded about it, and am not only pleased
about your continuing enthusiasm for missionary outreach, but also
have complete confidence in your own leadership. The "Theological
Affirmation" is excellent, and the Advisory Board is outstanding.

Two points of hesitation linger. My own experience is
all Asia, and I am not sure where AHEAD's Asia connections will be
made.

Further, I am reasonably informed about evangelism and
theological education at various levels, but development is a bumpy
road for the uninformed. I know from sad experience of the many
pitfalls facing programs of Christian economic aid. Bishop Marwieh
is a refreshing and encouraging success story, but may not be
enough of a foundation on which to build a new, full-scale mission
agency.

If you have any thoughts about all this, and if you find
a beach-head in Asia, let me know and I will give it more thought.
In the meantime, if you want a short, signed sentence or two of
support and recommendation to use for public relations, without
putting my name on a permanent letterhead, I will be glad to begin
on that level, and send you something.

Power to you. And keep moving ahead. You are a very
good man, and with more like you, God willing, there is hope for
our denominnation.

Sincerely yours,

Samuel Hugh Moffett



<Dr CtCajJLJ

6M$C
^kv CT

150 Leabrook Lane
Princeton NJ 08540
Sept. 28, 1992

Dear Jerry:

I want to get something off to you for the biographical
dictionary before we leave for a week in Tennessee. When we get
back, I'll follow upon this sheet of names as possible suggestions,
and send you the birth and death dates, identification, and
possible bibliographical sources on them. At that time, I'll also
initial the ones I'd be willing to write an article.

list. Thke list I send you will probably be the same, with the
information added.

Adeney, David. CIM/OMF missionary to China, founder Training
School in Singapore.

Baird William. Korea, founder Soongsil College, first Christian
college in Korea.

Choi, John. First post-Korea War Korean missionary, to Thailand.
Asia Secretary, United Bible Society.

Chou, Wen-Mo. First foreign missionary to Korea, a Chinese priest,
1794, martyred 1801. (Portuguese name, Vellozo)

.

DeCespedes, Gregorio (or de Cespedes) . first Roman Catholic priest
in Korea, 1593, Jesuit missionary to Japan, chaplain.

Glasser, Arthur, China, OMF, Fuller.
Kilbourne, Edwin. OMs missionary, Japan, China. Founder of Seoul

Theological Seminary, of Korean Evangelical Church..
Mackenzie, Helen. Australian Presbyterian medical doctor, Korea;

decorated in Queens's list, OBE. (Her sister, Catherine, a
nurse also decorated.

McClure, Donald. Ethiopia, martyred. (McClure Lectures,
Pittsburgh Seminary named for him)

.

Miller, William McElwee. to Iran Muslims, author.
Saint, Rachel, and Elizabeth Elliott. to Auca Indians.
Smith, John Coventry. Japan, president WCC.
Wilder, Grace. India, Student Volunteer pioneer, sister of Robert.
Yi, Keui-Poong. First Korean foreign missionary, 1907, to Chejudo.

75, Glasser and Adeney. Power to you. The dictionary is a great
idea.

This is on my computer, so you don't need to keep this

And how about including Sts. Thomas and Paul?

Details will follow. A couple of the above may be under

Hp i 1 \T



150 Leabrook Lane
Princeton NJ 08540
October 4, 1992

Dr. Harold VanBroekhoven
Institute of Theological Studies
Outreach Inc.
P.O. Box 1000
Grand Rapids MI 49501

Dear Harold:

It is good to be back in touch with you, so many years since those"golden days" at Wheaton. And I am delighted that you will be

and^xhilarating.
Any V1Slt t0 K°rea iS b°Und to be both confusin9

I am not sure how valuable any information I can give you will be.m°r
vf

tha
?
ten years since 1 left Korea in 1981, and the wholehaS

£
han9ed so much that whatever names, addresses and

^® 1®Phone n
^
mbers 1 have are hopelessly out of date. So don't relythe n^e
u
rs given below. For recent information your bestsource will be Dr. Marlin Nelson at ACTS, and you are already in^C

£*
W1

i

th As you Probably *now, his address is Asian Center
Gu Seoul°

9
Korea

S
H
1

!

6
/ t

Mls=ion
',
187 ' ch°onjung Ro 3 Ga, Sudaemoon

393-3789/
HlS telePh°ne is 363-3247, and 363-3248. Fax:

vtJ°L**?
inar

'

ieS
’-

the
.

re are Probably more than thirty or fortyant . seminaries m the city of Seoul alone. To my mind, themost important may well be: y ' tne

Presbyterian (Tonghap) College & Seminary, Kwangnaru, Seoul.Tel: 445-3101 . Evangelical theologically, ecumenicalecclesiastically. Related to PCUSA.
General Assembly Presbyterian (Hapdong) Seminary, South Seoul.Tel

.

590-5l0 3 . Evangelical, not related to WCC. Related

0PC
EVan9ellCal Presbyterian

' and Probably PCAmerica, and

Hankuk College and Seminary, south Seoul suburbs. Tel: 903-
3181. Liberal, ecumenical. Related to United Church ofCanada, and PCUSA.

ACTS College and Seminary, Sudaemoon, Seoul. Tel. (current

V. i
1Ve

.

n abOVe) • Evangelical
, interdenominational.Pusan Presbyterian (Koryu) Seminary, Pusan. Evangelical,orthodox. Related to OPC, and probably ChristianReformed.

Methodist Theological Seminary, Seoul. Tel: 363-4011.
Related to United Methodists, USA.

Seoul Theological Seminary, between Seoul and Inchon.Tel: 612-0167. Evangelical. Related to OMS Int. and toevangelical Methodism as at Asbury Seminary.
Seoul Holiness Seminary. Tel: 724-0769. Related to one



branch of Korean Evangelical Church.
Lutheran Theological Academy, Seoul. Tel: 752-6621.

Denominationally evangelical. Related to Missouri Synod.Faith Seminary
, Seoul. Tel: 593-7315. Evangelical, notecumenical.

St. Michael J s Seminary, between Seoul and Inchon. Anglican.
Liturgical, and friendly toward charismatics

.

And many, many others....

As I said, how much of this information is still valid I cannot besure. Check with Marlin Nelson.

Blessings on you in your very important work for the Lord, and





HOWARD F. MOFFETT M.D.

5371 Santa Rosa Lane

Carpinteria, CA 93013

(805) 684-6214



Solvay Animal Health
Samuel M. Moffett
Managing Director

Bangkok
30 October 1992

Dear Uncle Sam and Aunt Eileen,

First, thank you for the nice pictures you sent of everyone at
Squam Lake: it was another great get-together and something I

very much hope we can continue.

I understand that we may in fact be gathering in Princeton over
Christmas?! That too would be wonderful, end T will certainly
plan to be there, but hope it doesn't involve too much
organization on your part. Just put me in a hotel or dorm room
or whatever is available, and I can rent a car to help with
transportation. I spent last Christmas alone, so it would be a
real treat if it works out!

I imagine winter is setting in there, and believe it or not I

would love to change places with you for a day or two. Not more
than that, as I still love the tropics, but a chill in the air
and a sweater would be a nice change!

We now get live news and sports TV coverage from the U.S., so
I've been following the election closely. By the time you get
this I imagine Clinton will be president-elect, but I have been
disappointed in the nature of this campaign and that Bush got so
much of a bum-rap on the economy. Anyone overseas knows how much
of a global recession we are in, and despite his mistakes, I
think Bush is a good and certainly experienced leader. It really
made me sad to see how tired and bruised he was on the last Larry
King show, yet what a great fighting spirit he still had for
himself and his family. Politics needn't be so brutal.

All is well here. I expect to stay another several years, with
or without assuming regional responsibilities as well, and
although the thrills and challenges of starring up the company
have passed I am happy and saving well. I have not yet decided
on a mutual fund investment, and perhaps we can compare notes
again over Christmas.

I did meet a very nice girl in the departure lounge of Tokyo
airport, of all places, on my way back from the U.S. She's
American, 27, from Pennysylvania/Maryland

, and was on her way to
work for a month at a competitor's animal vaccine plant in China!
We hit it off for twenty minutes, I invited her to visit me here
twice over the next month, and will see her again in Hawaii next
week. Not serious, but fun so far...

See you next month,

S.A.H. (THAILAND) LTD.

61/5 Soi Navin, Chuaploeng Road,

Chong Nona, Yannawa, Bangkok, 10120

Tel 2498898-9, 2499050, 2499986-9

Telex 21514 SAHTHAJ TH

Telefax (662) 2498900
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Comments: "A fork in the road for Joel 11 bv WDR

As I see it, the case study is about a young man facing

a quick decision between two career choices equally commendable

from a Christian point of view. Furthermore, the young man, Joel,

seems equally well fitted for either career. This poses problems

both for Joel and for his counselor, Dean Cooke.

God and make the choice for the young man, and (2) to turn

administrator and seize the opportunity to keep a very bright
student in the school. I admire the way Dean Cooke recognized and

resisted both those temptations.

financial— "salary . .will be no problem", and (2) career prestige

—

in many third-world countries,,

^

"operations manager" of an

international service program would be a coveted title. I wonder
if it is made clear in the case study or to the student, how
powerfully these two factors can influence decision making, even if

only subliminally. But I admire the honest and balanced way Joel
goes about making up his mind, and the maturity of his Christian
convictions, and the candor with which he speaks about defects he
has already detected in patterns of training for Christian ministry
in Africa. Again it reflects credit upon Dean Cooke that a student
could trust him with such criticisms.

stated his problem (page 3) I might begin by relieving some of the
stress the young man is under by assuring him that however he
chooses in this case, either choice could be the right choice forU f\n A .A. . t flWA . . — ill. ^

At that point too, as well as at the end, I might want to ask
permission to pray briefly, which would not be forced or unnatural

Two temptations for the good dean will be, (1) to play

The two greatest temptations for the student may be (1)

I think that in a similar situation, after Joel has

a Christian who^sincer^y_a53ggarefully seeks the Lord's guidance.
§JL«Ali'v) [jJ} vG&fTrtl .

in a Biblical seminary

-tbb
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The Dean then

opp<J^unity or^ temptation? (p. 4).

r!4?y sums up the problem: t* X

And his next step was very

wise: first reactions. It helps both to know something about what

the other is thinking.

seems a little out of character, and unnecessarily argumentative

for so good and caring a man. If it seems wise to interrupt at

that point, instead of turning defensive, could he not say openly

to Joel something of what he thought to himself later (p. 4, par.

us change. What else do we need here?" And Joel could continue

without being put in the position of criticizing his dean.

so simply and superbly ends the interview with "something else

still more urgent", perhaps the Dean could show that even a

seminary can be "practical", as Joel des ired' (p. 7, 1. 1). He

could say, "For a few minutes, couldn't we be more practical right

now. Why don't we make a list of how each of the choices before

you might make you a better Christian witness in Africa, and what

weaknesses or disadvantages there might be for you in each choice".

priorities, two lists, one for seminary, one for IDS, first the

advantages, then the disadvantages, as many as each of them could

curriculum, financial difficulty, theory not practice, "two more

years!*, etc., and advantages: finishing work started, long term

priority of conversion over feeding,^ Chtistrari institutional
. A

fellowship, etc. Advantages of IDS : urgency of the famine
situation, relating national needs to church priorities, financial

security, importance of honest administrators, freedom for

Christian witness, etc.; disadvantages: unfinished education,

problems of corruption in aid programs and national politics, and

varfeirs—faeti5f^ZIdur±iig^±fee interview, though both men could
indicate indirectly which ones seemed important. But I would ask

But on p. 6, near the bottom, the dean's interruption

4) "That's a good point. should stay and help
/

Then, as Joel "runs out of steam", and before Dean Cook<i.

They could then suggest to each other, without making any

think of. Disadvantages for seminary ; Europeanization of

the lure of salary and prestige .

&

In a living situation, I would not try to, p^icu^itrirze the
A



I

J°e^t° take home the list and see if, with his wife, he could
arrfl^e it in some order of priority as it affects his and his
family's situation. The counsellor must learn to trust the Holy
Spirit, and leave the decision to the inquirer, especially in the
case of so spiritually

mature a young man as Joel.

I might even, as a dean, point out the possibility of
combining both choices: finish seminary, and then move into a
ministry of ordained or unordained compassion and service; OR throw
himself into a desperate famine situation to help his people, and
when the crisis is over, return to seminary and help fit the
curriculum better to an African situation.

And then, like the good Dean Cooke, I would close with

Samuel H. Moffett

prayer.



) W. Dayton Roberts
, utt.D.

- 2889 San Pasqual , Pasadena, CA 91107 Telephone: (818) 577- 8316 FAX: 1 - 818-577-0425

15 April 1993

Dr. Samuel H. Moffett
Princeton

Dear Sam:

I owe you a letter on several scores, but first would
like to wish you, belatedly, a happy birthday and a good
78th year. I trust you and Eileen are both rejoicing in
sound health and comfortable circumstances. A little
birdie told me you are^due out here next week — if so,
I'll miss you, will be in Miami stealing your time with
Eileen

!

The first purpose of this note is to express my regrets
and indicate that I cannot get to the class reunion at
Wheaton this year. Hopefully, the 60th. Give every one
my greetings.

Secondly, I want to thank you for your sparkling response
to my case study. Unfortunately, as it turns out, the
study has been eliminated from the ms.

, which will now be
published by WVI-MARC. Instead of a case study (which
was probably too narrow in its focus), MARC wants, and I
have agreed, to get some reactions to the whole book,
focusing, respectively, on (1) poverty and lifestyles,
(2) Third-world development projects and (3) missiology
and theological education. The respondents will be Ron
Sider, Bryant Myers and Bill Dyrness. The purpose is to
secure and impact a much wider spectrum of readership.

Consequently, I have offered the case study and responses
to TOGETHER, WVI's journal, and they are now in Jack
Kenyon's hands. I hope he decides to include them soon
in an appropriate issue so that the observations do not
become dated. I am presuming that you and Sam Voorhees
(the other respondent) will not object to this.

If for any reason this is not a satisfactory resolution,
please let either Jack or me know.

I apologize for the false start and for the work and

1



trouble I brought upon you, but the development of the
^case and responses did help to define the horizon of the
book which MARC will be publishing, and to stimulate my
own thinking in this regard. Thanks very much for this.
In the meantime, feel free to use your own material in
any other way. And I'll see that you get a copy of the
book when it comes out.

Congratulations that THE history has finally come out.
I don't think we shall ever realize how important history
can become in the shaping of the future, and I'm sure you
have made an enduring contribution to the Lord's work in
the Orient from this day forward — not an easy thing to

It's not an original thought — but retirement seems to
get busier all the time.

Blessings

,

do

WDR

2
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PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE HIGHLANDS

(81 3) 646-31 21

JAMES M. CUMMINGS. PASTOR
lOI O LAKE MIRIAM DRIVE

P.O. BOX 59 1 8 - LAKELAND. FL 33807

November 11, 1992

-7 ?

Dr. Samuel H. Moffett L i '

150 Leabrook Lane
Princeton, NJ 08540

Dear Dr. Moffett,

On an archaeological dig on my desk, I came across these photographs
at about the nine month level. I apologize that I have been so slow in
getting them to you. They are not as sharp as the original, but hopefull
they can be of some use to you. If you need better ones, let me know and
we will see if the dark room people can be more careful.

The photocopies give as much information as we know. If yjoirJi^ye
more information, please let us know as we would like to add i t to ourxgenealogy. Especially, we would like information on^he Wallace family'.
Or if you could give us an idea where records are stpred about these
people, we would appreciate knowing where to go. Some day we hope to
do more research on our family.

Marilyn and I appreciated your "program" on missions when you were
down here last fall. I wish I had a tape recorder to remember all the
information that you gave. However, as I assess my motives, I would
probably use it to make our congregation guilty, and I know from experi-
ence that guilt seldom gets the work done. We are developing some intereim missions. We support couples in Ethiopia and Pakistan. We sent two
of our members on a ten-day trip to Guatemala this past summer. And we
are adding support to a family returning to Brazil. Unfortunately, it
is very difficult to arouse a struggling congregation to think beyond
their own hurts and difficulties.

Come back and see us. If you need a "warmth" break about the
middle of February, we have a nice guest room where you can hide. Ken
Bailey will tell you that we leave guests alone to do whatever work
they need to do. So take a vacation or come and work. We would be
glad to have you.

May the Lord grant you his great peace and joy as you continue to
serve him so faithfully.

Love

James M. Cummings
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March 19, 1993

The Rev. James M. Cummings
Presbyterian Church in the Highlands
1010 Lake Miriam Drive
P.O. Box 5918
Lakeland, FL 32807

Dear Mr. Cummings:

Thank you for the photo reproductions you sent from the
extensive file that must be accumulating on your desk top. I have
the same sort of problem with my own desk.

The copies actually came through very clearly and you had
marked them well* so far, however, I have not found any names
familiar enough to know just where to direct you for further
information. I think probably your best resource would be the
Presbyterian Historical Association on Lombard Street,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Rsrisaps^4^ou-^Uke, I_Gould send -the
photos you ^have-given.-jne tsx thata

e

ic-r- 1 if there is any possibility
of finding information on them in our own Seminary Archives, »perhaps I should let you send another copy of the photos to the
Presbyterian Historical Association direct, and make year^inquiries
there. The people, I am sure, are traceable, becaiise~~they were "all
responsible, and apparently \ well-known members of the, mini-6 teri-al
or missionary community- awi we will hope that something turns up. 1

I am glad to hear that you support missionary couples in Ethiopia
and Pakistan and that you sent some of your members on a ten-day
trip to Guatemala this past summer.

C7~ ~T
; I remember with great pleasure, our time with you in Lakeland.

Eileen and I are most grateful for your hospitality. Power to you
in your good work.

Sincerely yours,

Samuel Hugh Moffett

SHM/dms
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150 Leabrook Lane
Princeton, NJ, 1992
November 30, 1992

Dr. Marvin K. Mayers
7500 West Camp Wisdom
Dallas, TX, 75236

Dear Marv:

comments to^L ^n^r^evi preliminary

about you ^er 5££* ta°“

Sincerely,

Samuel Hugh Moffett
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rebuilding faculty and curriculum structures.

5 * The advantages of association with a Christian liberal
arts college. In the process of rebuilding a Department with only
three full-time professors it must be pointed out that the
Department can call not only upon the resources of the Graduate
School (whose Dean is himself a church historian with a special
interest in missions), and upon the Graduate School's six other
Departments (English Bible, Theology, Evangelism, Psychology,
Education, and Evangelism)

, but also has available in the
undergraduate college, reference to the entire range of cognate
sciences valuable to the study of missions. Particularly important
are fields of study not usually found in graduate schools of
mission related to theological seminaries. These include
sociology, anthropology, linguistics, history, political science,
economics, history, and music, etc.

6. Library facilities . Closely related to the preceding
point is the wide scope of library research resources provided by
access to the reference library and missionary and evangelistic
archives of the Billy Graham Center in which building the
Department itself is housed, and also by the splendid collections
of the College's Buswell Library nearby. The college library has
long specialized (among its other interests) in missions, theology,
Bible, archaeology, history, and the social sciences.

With such an array of perceived strengths and advantages,
perhaps we should not have been surprised that the students we
taiked to so generally expressed satisfaction that they had chosen
Wheaton for graduate study in missions and intercultural relations,
as compared to other available alternatives.

[Samuel Hugh Moffett]



150 Leabrook Lane
Princeton, NJ, 1992
November 30, 1992

Dr. Marvin K. Mayers
7500 West Camp Wisdom
Dallas, TX, 75236

Dear Marv:

Thank you for the draft of your excellent preliminary
comments to the Ten-Year Review Report on the Wheaton College
Graduate School's Missions/Intercultural & Evangelism Department,
and the concluding recommendations. I think you should feel free
to add as an integral part of the Report your personal suggestions
for a more distinctive format for the Department's coursework. I

would entirely agree with you.

Enclosed is my summary of the part assigned to me:
Strengths of the Program. Edit and improve all you wish, and you
don't need to check back with me on any changes made. I trust your
good judgment.

I was glad to come away from the review process with a
positive feeling about the Department's future, believing that a
strong world missions emphasis must continue to be an integral part
of the Wheaton tradition.

It was good to get to know you in person, having known
about you for many years. Power to you in your good work.

Sincerely,

Samuel Hugh Moffett



REPORT OF TEN-YEAR REVIEW COMMITTEE
On the Miss ions/Intercultural & Evangelism Department

of the Wheaton College Graduate School

Part I. The Strengths of the Program.

The Review Committee was impressed and encouraged by the
picture of over all strength and forward movement in the Department
that emerged from the review process. This was all the more
remarkable given the fact that the Department is in the midst of a
period of difficult transition and radical rebuilding. The
Committee remains convinced that the mijssions/intercultural program
is an indispensable feature of a Wheaton Graduate School structure,
and that a recognized emphasis on the Christian world mission must
continue to be an integral part of the Wheaton tradition.

We list below the positive factors that were perceived to
be some of the most important signs of the Department's intrinsic
strength:

1 • The Wheaton connection . Any survey of the
Department's greatest assets must include the measure of instant
identification and confidence given it by its association with
Wheaton College. To a large number of American Christians,
particularly to evangelicals, as well as to an increasing number of
academics, the very name, Wheaton, is an assurance of Biblical and
theological orthodoxy, evangelical fervor and responsibility, and
intellectual respectability. It inspires confidence and is known
around the world.

2 * An effective and rebuilt faculty . Two of the three
full-time members of the Department are very new. But the group
already gives evidence of mutual compatibility and high morale. In
a singularly short time it has built up a strong working
relationship as an effective team with a good balance of teaching
styles and complementary areas of expertise.

3 * Strong student support . A frank discussion session
with 17 out of the Department's 28 students revealed a high level
of appreciation of faculty as teachers, as role models and as
accessible academic advisers. They admired the way the instruction
integrated personal

.

Christian faith with academic study. The
expressed appreciation of the international diversity of the
student body both at the graduate and undergraduate level on
campus. Comments on perceived areas of possible improvement were
invariably made with the expectation that the Department was open
to suggestions and was moving the right direction.

4. Flexibility of program . One recurring expression of
student satisfaction was for the Department's willingness to adjust
and adapt course offering and research areas to student needs.
This may be a positive result of the difficult problem of



rebuilding faculty and curriculum structures.

5 - The advantages o f association with a Christian liberalgrts college . In the process of rebuilding a Department with onlythree full-time professors it must be pointed out that theDepartment can call not only upon the resources of the Graduate
School (whose Dean is himself a church historian with a specialinterest in missions), and upon the Graduate School's six otherDepartments (English Bible, Theology, Evangelism, Psychology,
Education, and Evangelism)

, but also has available in theundergraduate college, reference to the entire range of cognatesciences valuable to the study of missions. Particularly important
a
fe flelds of study not usually found in graduate schools ofmission related to theological seminaries. These includesociology, anthropology, linguistics, history, political science,

economics, history, and music, etc.

.

6 * Library facilities. Closely related to the precedingpoint is the wide scope of library research resources provided byaccess to the reference library and missionary and evangelisticarchives of the Billy Graham Center in which building the
^
P
fu

tm®n^ ltSelf is housed / and also by the splendid collectionsof the College's Buswell Library nearby. The college library haslong specialized (among its other interests) in missions, theologyBible, archaeology, history, and the social sciences.

With such an array of perceived strengths and advantages,
We should not have been surprised that the students wetaiked to so generally expressed satisfaction that they had chosenWheaton for graduate study in missions and intercultural relationsas compared to other available alternatives.

'

[Samuel Hugh Moffett]
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HOW TO LIVE IN CHANGING TIMES (II)
££»)•»/* f fo’k

"Jesus Christ is the same, yesterday, today and forever"
(Hebrews 13:8).

/
This is the year when everything changed. It was the

year when * Desert Storm saved the Middle East from Saddam

Hussein. It was the year when the two Koreas shook hands after

forty years of a war that didn't end when they stopped fighting.

It was the year when South Africa declared an end to apartheid.

And most incredible of all, it was the year when what we called

"the evil empire" crumbled, and communists stopped lying about

their great success.

And yet, in spite of all these wonderful changes, I am

going to take as my text a verse from the Bible that is so old-

fashioned as to suggest that sometimes what is unchangeable is

more important than the things that change. It is from the

Letter to the Hebrews, 13:8, "Jesus Christ is the same

yesterday, today and tomorrow".

The world keeps changing, but Jesus, the Son of God,

never changes. So if you want to learn how to live in a changing

world, look to Jesus. If you want to find security in the midst

of recessions and uncertainties and chaos, look to Jesus. If you

l-»»g=£©r peace in a world of war, look to Jesus. "He is the

same, yesterday, today and forever."

Don't read too much, however, into this contrast I am

making beween our fast-changing times and the unchanging Christ.

It is not a negative contrast—as if a vote for Jesus is a vote

against change. As if we have to choose one o£ the other—the

exciting world of change which is all around us, the bright,

wide new world of the future on the one hand, and on the other

the same dreary old world of the Christians where nothing ever

changes and we are always bound down by what so many people tell

us are the worn-out rules and restrictions of the church.
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these changes, I think that the most important text forChristians m this changing world is an old-fashioned verse fromthe Bible that was one of my father's favorite texts. Heb. 13:8:
'Jesus Christ is the same, yesterday, today and forever.". Theworld changes. Christ does not. He is still the Rock4nd theanchor of our souls.

But first let me warn you not to make too much of a contrastbetween this changing world, and the Christian's unchanging Christ.
ls

.

nc?^ a negative contrast. A decision for Jesus Christ is not
a decision against change. You do not have to choose one or theother. You can welcome all that is good in the exciting world ofchange all about you. You do not have to live in the prison of thepast. You do not have to live in a separate dreary, unexciting
Christian world where nothing must ever change, and where we must
always follow the same old tired patterns of the life we inherited
from our ancestors.

Nothing could be farther from the truth. The Christian faith
does not put the past against the future, the status quo against
progress and change. In fact, one of the very first criticisms
levelled against the early Christians was that they were toorevolutionary, that they were changing things too fast. They were
called "the people who turn the world upside down". No, theChristian faith is not against change. It freely and happily
accepts the fact that the world is a changing world, and has to be
a changing world.

So let me today suggest three points concerning the Christian
attitude toward change:

1. Change is a fact of life. The Christian welcomes it.
2. But change in itself is neutral. The Christian does

not worship change.
3. Some things do not and must not change, and the

Christian must know the difference between what
should be changed and what should not.

I. My first point is that change is a fact of life. The
Christian does not resent change; he does not retreat from it. He
accepts it. Whether we like it or not, the world is going to keep
on changing.

If you do not believe that, look at the city of Seoul. When
my father first saw Seoul a hundred years ago, there were tigersm the hills outside the city walls. Once in a while a courier
carrying mail out to where Yonsei and Ewha Universities now stand
was carried off and eaten by a tiger. Today there are no tigersm Seoul ? s hills, just apartments. Back then when my father first
came into Seoul from Mapo through the old West Gate, the entire
population of the was about 150,000 people. Today just the annual



increase of Seoul's population is greater than that. There were
a little over 50 westerners in Seoul then, mostly European
diplomats, and the tallest commercial buildings in town were a row
of long warehouses, two stories high near the Posinaak bell which
still marks the center of the city. There were almost no wowmen
in the streets in those days. But at eight o'clock in the evening
the great bell sounded and from then until midnight the streets
were reserved for the women and the men had to stay out of sight.

As for Christians. In 1890 there were only between 100 and
S' 200 baptized Protestants in the whole peninsula, north and south.

There were two tiny little churches, one Presbyterian, one
Methodist. A white curtain down the middle of the sanctuary
separated the men from the women at worship, and when the first
woman convert asked to be baptized, nobody knew quite how to do it.
For a man to touch a woman, not his wife, in public was out of the
question. This is how they finally did it. They cut a round hole
in the curtain, and the woman brought the top of her head up to the
hole on onne side of the curtain, and the missionary on the other
side dipped his hand in the water and baptized the hair on top of
her head!

That was the way things were back in 1890. How things have
changed. And they will keep on changing. 15 years ago scientists
told us that in the year 2000, Korea, north and south, would have
a population of 100 million, and Seoul would have ten million
people. Here it is only 1990 and Seoul already has 10 million
people. Change rushes in on us much faster than we expect
sometimes

.

But all that is only surface change. The real revolution is
deeper. The real revolution is the radical transformation of life
which has been caused by the greatest explosion of human knowledge
in the history of the human race. We are looking deeper than ever
before into the mysteries of the human mind within us, and, outside
ourselves, we are exploring the farthest fringes of galaxies of
stars which are so unimaginably distant that we have to invent new
words to measure the space between. Do you know what a "googol"
is? It is a 1 with a million zeroes written after it. A 1 with
a million zeroes! And have you ever heard of a "googol-plex"?
That's a 1 with a "googol" of zeroes— a million times a million
zeroes—after it. That is the way our expanding, changing universe
keeps stretching our little human minds as we try to think God's
thoughts after Him.

Now in the face of all this dizzying change, what is our
Christian response? With some people, and many Christians have
been among them, the first reaction to change is negative. For the
longest time there were Christians who still insisted that the
world must be square and flat, not round, because the Bible spoke
poetically of "the four corners of the earth". Must all Christians
be like that?

Of course not. Our faith is not against change. We do not
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We are just as foolish as those crabs if we think we can
make the right choice for the future in a changing world without
the right standard. Until you and I have found God in Jesus
Christ, we too are upside down and do not know it. We see thingns
upside down and. backwards. We are adjusted not to things as they
are, but to things as we think they are, which is quite another
matter. God is to the universe as gravity is to matter. He and
He alone determines what is up and down, right and wrong. So take
away God, and it is no wonder that people make wrong choices, and
cannot tell the difference between a good change and a bad change.

How then do we get straightened out? The obvious answer
is to break away from the false center, the magnet, to the true
center, which is Jesus Christ. That is not always easy though.
There is that within the heart of man, which like the iron filingsm the crabs keeps pulling us around to the wrong, self-centered
choice. And besides, we don't want to break away. The crabs felt
fine there in the tank even though they were upside down. They
didn't feel upside down; they only felt the pull of the false
magnet. It is not easy to break away from that kind of pull.
First we must get rid of the iron filings. And the Bible calls
these things which turn us apart to strnange gods, which turn us
upside down, which deceive us into wrong choices—the Bible calls
the^ "sin".

,

But the Bible also tells us the solution, the cure.
There is a way to overcome the power of sin, and the way, of
course, is Jesus Christ. My father knew that one hundred years
ago. He told his boys that, and we listened and believed. He told
it in many ways to everyone he me in those early days. And many
believed. One day, as Korea was rapidly changing, and the first
automobiles were being brought in, some people said to him, "Dr.
Moffett, you ought to buy a car. You could get around to many more
churches faster that way." And he laughed and said, "Well, that
might be nice, but I don't think I want an automobile. It would
take me too fast past too many Koreans I want to talk to. I want
to tell them about Jesus Christ". Korea was changing, but he was
still telling people about Jesus Christ. Was that wrong?
Shouldn't he have changed his message? No. He was quite willing
to change the way he said it sometimes, to fit the changing times.
And he didn't have anything against new inventions like cars,
except when they shut him off from people. But the message was the
same. Jesus Christ. Christ hasn't changed; and people basically
haven't changed either.

You see, the story of the crabs doesn't quite fit the
picture when we try to apply it to human beings. We are not crabs.
Poor things

, they didn't have any choice. But we do. We can turn
away from sin to the pull of a greater magnet, electric with power,
the compelling magnetic love of Jesus Christ our Lord and Saviour.
Then, anyone who believes, will begin to see things not as we think
they are, and not as we feel they are, but as they reaally are.
We will then be ready for all the great choices of the future in
our wonderfully changing world.



Father came here one hundred years ago. I am sure there
are some things he would not like very much about how things have
changed since his day. Traffic jams, and money madness, and the
great tragedy that has split .this wonderful country in two. He
would pray as earnestly with us^rbr Korean reunification, north and
south, as he workearfor Korean independence in the sam-il undona.
But there is also so much that would make him very pleased and
proud. I know his heart would rejoice at the stories of the Korean
martyrs who died rather than betray their Lord. He would be amazed
and happy to find that instead of the two little churches he found
in Seoul a hundred years ago, there are perhaps as many as 8,000
churches in this city today. He would find it hard to believe
that Korea now has so many millions of Christians who faithfully
worship the Lord that now by some counts there seem to be as many
Presbyterians in Korea as there are in the United States.

But above all he would thank God to find that the Jesus
Christ whom he loved and served for forty-six years in this land,
is the same risen Jesus who lives in your hearts and minds to this
day. Korea has greatly changed. And you have lived and suffered
through all its many changes. But you have also discovered that
in the midst of change there is that which changes not: Jesus
Christ, Lord of the past and the present, and also Lord of Korea's
future. "Jesus Christ is the same, yesterday, today and forever".

Samuel Hugh Moffett
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